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Abstract- Application design driven by user needs is an in
creasing trend: such applications may not be anticipatable us
ing traditional requirement and build approaches. Mashup
refers to an integrated Application Programming Interface
(API) that combines data from different data destination or
third party sources for web services. This web service pro
vides a combined API that is technologically valid and com
patible with other web applications. In recent years, web mash
ups have been tested for solving many issues in existing web
applications, such as e-science. In this paper, we analyzed a
real service problem in a current virtual organization to show
current limitations of using a distributed architecture, and to
describe a web service orientated architecture using the
mashup concept. We provide a schematic solution for a para
digmatic user application problem, illustrated by a specific
map usage need based on geographical information system
data. Specifically, our illustrative application is finding the
closest hotel within walking range of a meeting venue. Based
on the case issues, we outline a generic architecture that offers
a dynamic solution for web portals providing services for dy
namic user needs.

Index Terms- mashup, web applications, hotel finding
problem, end users, user mashup.

I. INTRODUCTION

Web services are one kind of web application providing
'platfonn independent' service cOlnponents available on the
Internet. Application services are assembled from a combi
nation of different but suitable third-party web services that
appears as service compositions [9]. This type of composi
tion is no longer being written using fixed HTML code, but
rather from sealnless, dynalnic applications assembled
using mashup concepts into an integrated experience. In
this new era of IT and communication, Web developers
have started mashing up different existing services to leve
rage and integrate new service applications.

Yee (2006) describes mashup as using "XML and web
services to reuse or "remix" digital content and services. A
lnashup is a web application that seamlessly combines web
content from more than one source, provided through rela
tively siInple Web Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs). Distinguishing the data (service) level from the
metadata (user) level Dillon (2007) describes mashup as
both enabling virtual organisations and as the key to value
creation. In this paper, we focus on of the user level of
mashup in outlining a combined web API for a paradig
matic case, application and propose a generic architecture
for one specific type of service application development.

Our running illustration is accommodation finding from
cOlnbining map and hotel data, using the problem of dis
covering acceptable hotel accommodation within walking
distance of a specific meeting venue (or other target desti
nation, such as tourist locations).(see [13]) This is a famil
iar problem to business travellers, who typically need the
infonnation only for a short time, but is a requirement that
lies outside the nonnal business processes of hotels to ser
vice due to its user-centric nature.
While the source infonnation is nonnally implicit on the
web, a lnashup allows relevant infonnation to be integrated
where existing web service architectures have potential
problelns.

Such problelns include scalability, perfonnance, flexibil
ity, and implementability [3]. For example, a web service is
expressed as relevant with a Web Services Descriptions
Languages (WSDL) that specifies only the syntax of mes
sages that enter or leave a prograIn [2]. "In which order
lnessages have to be exchanged between services must be
described separately in one specification". However, the
cOlnposition of this type of service flow is still manually
obtained although there are specifications languages such
as WSCI and BPEL4WS. Semantic web application devel
opment researchers have addressed this problem by provid
ing grid based solutions. For instance, Dillon (2007) de
scribes GridSpace which incorporates soft aspects of the
grid, service-orientation, transient service space, and web
architecture. In fact, GridSpace architecture provides in
frastructure to enable service discovery and Mashup at va
rious levels. In addition Fox and Pierce (2007) have sug
gested applications, infrastructures and technologies for e
Science environment. At a broader range (enterprise and
distributed environment) these authors claiIned that web 2.0
can provide narrow grids for building web services that
lnay provide a robust managed environment. But in this
case, one of the lilnitations for grid based solution is that,
its interoperability interfaces for data rather than for infra
structure. In this paper, our focus extends this to outline an
architecture that can provide generic and interoperable fea
tures. Our architecture uses the Mashup concept in enhanc
ing web service composition issues for the Portal based ap
plications.

Service composition often solves explicit business proc
esses issues in achieving goals related to the business per
spective, and focused on business process based steps. But
sometilnes the requirements of service remain implicit and
it requires data handling for customers/end user's service
support. For example, the explicit goal of a web based hotel
systeln is to offer service for reservation and after or in-use
services, while its one of the implicit service is required by
the customer/end user for finding their closest hotel to
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where they would like to be. This requires a specific im
plicit service that will sort the hotel name according to how
close/far, costing, and hotel status, so that customer can de
cide. These may be considered under the rubric of end user
designed or directed requirements [1] [7].

Understanding this issue in relation to the explicitly rele
vant issues in developing web based service application is
required to effectively address the web services composi
tion issues, and the general problem of user directed re
quirements applies to nUlnerous virtual business operations,
not merely our simple hotel example. Therefore we have
selected a realistic web service application for case analysis
towards a model mashup solution and design for rich inter
net applications

The virtual business we analyse here (real but ano
nylnised) is a wholesaler's portal based in Europe in web
business for more than ten years selling computer goods,
hardware, electronics household goods etc. We investigated
this business process and found that they used a cOlnpli
cated distributed architecture. We propose a flexible alter
native solution using mashup which is suitable and easy to
implement within the business.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First we
briefly describe background information on Mashup tech
nologies in comparison to traditional distributed technolo
gies, for virtual organizations. Section 3 describes the case
research as motivation for proposing the lnashup solution in
this paper. Section 4 describes the related technologies for
mashup architecture. Section 5 describes a proposed archi
tecture of the mashup solution. And finally section 6 COln
prises discussion and conclusions.

II. TECHNOLOGIES FOR USER SERVICE

Processes are rapidly changing in businesses with the po
tentialities for enhanced virtual operation using elnerging
technologies. Also changing are customer demands, lnar
ketplaces, competition, business partners, and advantages
conferred by innovative use of new technologies, rather
than their mere presence. Such attributes imply businesses
problems may be solved in a dynamic way but the current
web developlnent technologies does not yet support fully
such types of service solution.

While distributed computing offers grid services for
flexible solutions to the service needs for the businesses,
current technology suffers from service complexity as ser
vice needs grow. The focus becomes on designing service
processes for evolution not just connecting structural units,
and the architectural philosophy changes accordingly.

Table 1 shows the main differences between distributed and
service oriented architectures
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designed to last designed to change

Finnly coupled loosely coupled

integrate silos compose services

code oriented ~netadata oriented

long development cycle interactive and iterative de-
veloplnent

cost centered Ibusiness centered

~niddleware makes it architecture makes it work
work

favors homogeneous favors heterogeneous tech-
~echnology nology

Table 1: Difference between distributed and service orientated architec
tures - Sourced from [10]

The trend is less about providing more design middle
ware and replacing the old systems and lnore about reusing
the old applications in a new way by remixing the systeln
solutions. Service can be composed from businesses' exist
ing services. Therefore, to cope with change, empower us
ers and enable innovative concepts, mashup offers flexible
cOlnposition of the existing services within an improved
user interface environment-improved API suitable for the
target users.

There are various existing technologies for assembling
lnashups [4]; [11]; [12]. Such technologies include XML
which is used for data retrieving, web services such as sim
ple object access protocol (SOAP), and web services de
scription language (WSDL) for delivering data to the client.
WSDL allows abstract services which are neutral regarding
message formats or network protocols used in network
cOlnlnunication. SOAP is a protocol that allows exchange
information over HTTP. On the other hand, Really Simple
Syndication (RSS)/Atoln for providing syndication stan
dards, screen scraping for pulling data from other sites, and
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) for interacting
various technologies for asynchronous loading and display
ing data. AJAX is also a cross platform technique that uses
a combination of XML and CSS when making up web in
formation.

AJAX plays important roles in the Mashup for enhanc
ing user experience by enabling easy process of sending or
receiving data to/from the third party sources. Merrill
(2006) described that AJAX comprises technologies such
as XHTML and CSS for presentation; Document Object
Model (DaM) API for dynamic display and interaction;
Asynchronous data exchange for XML data; and scripting
(JavaScript) at browser-side. The purpose of these tech
nologies is to develop a web experience for user by sending
and receiving data from the sources such as content servers.
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Fig 1: Yannipes general architecture where distributed database technolo
gies are implemented

For example, Google Maps API currently utilizes AJAX
that creates a powerful user experience. For example, a web
application behaves as a local application and there is no
scrollbars to manipulate that can force for page reload [11].

These technologies provide a mingle interaction be
tween the web services or APIs and content providers.

Both service level mashup and user level mashup func
tionalities are required in a comprehensive architecture.
Various researchers have proposed architectures for
mashup applications. For example, Patton (2007) suggested
a general architecture with three tiers. These tiers are a) a
resource tier which provides common sources of data used
in the mashup, b) an application tier which carries together
these resources into a hybrid or has its own functionality
for presenting data, and c) a user base which accesses the
site contents.

III. RESEARCH CASE

Third~

party 1
Third~

party 2
Third~

party 3

The portal ''http://yannipes.eu'' is a virtual business that
sells software, hardware and household electronic accesso
ries. This website offers comparative price for product in
the list which is based in the companies prices in the central
European area, and leveraging to a full service platfonn
through business relationships with the enlisted cOlnpanies
for whom they independently provide the price and product
data. Yannipes incorporates their data and acts as a whole
saler portal. Customers can buy product from the range of
brands based on the latest product infonnation (e.g. prices,
product description, availability, and payment tenns). Us
ing this portal customer can decide about any products
based on its cOlnpetitive brands, specifications, availability,
and most cOlnpetitive price.

This type of aggregator business is found comlnonly
across the web and presents a mature model for widespread
data sourcing. However, the system uses distributed data
base architecture which is less dynamic for the business
when a third party changes/updates their infonnation, and
new business models in line with improved and flexible
(e.g. web 2.0) developlnents are needed. Figure 1 outlines
the current data structure of the Yannipes site.

In this context of distributed architecture, mashup could
address the issues by providing a lnore dynamic and evolu
tionarily adaptive platfonn for the business. Third parties
can update their own database while they add/modify their
own product. A combination of all third parties data re
sources can provide an opportunity for mashing up all into
a new API where the custolner can see their desired prod
ucts in a cOlnparable environment.

In this paper, we therefore discuss a new architecture of
a solution that can address this issue. In particular our pro
posed approach replaces this distributed concept by utiliz
ing mashup concepts to provide a combined API for a busi
ness portal where customers can get a more dynamic ser
vice systeln, related to their specific needs

The illustrative application presents a mashup architec
ture for the paradigmatic "hotel finding problem" where
end users can obtain dynamic and user-centrically directed
infonnation to make decisions about candidate accommo
dation purchases.

This solution architecture is intended to be generic, in
teroperable and applicable in any similar problem domain.
In a hotel finding within a selected destination, infonnation
such as a hotel's distance from the destination, prices, and
rOOln descriptions can be prioritized with lnashing up of the
hotel website (existing third parties API's). It will ensure
end user targetted decision making about which hotel will
be closest froln a given location while enabling infonnation
of price and facilities to be included.

IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2 illustrates a conceptual mashup architecture for
a solution to the hotel finding probleln.
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The single request is then fork-transfonned (8 in figure
3) into the separate requests needed for the content servers.
Recapitulating, these can be:

Fig 2: Conceptual model of hotel finding portal.

In this diagram each third party acts as a data island pro
viding its data service by acting as a content server, that is
to say it will receive the data in the fonn of a mediated re
quest (via XHTTP, REST or SOAP) and return what in
other circumstances might be a legible data report. In our
exalnple we shall consider data about the hotel's availabil
ity, locations, tariffs and status, but the principles applied
can be generalised to any situation where the needs for such
a system arise.

In this as in any Mashup style application, the critical
thing to note is that their may be little if any cOlnmonality
between the fonn or expression of data between the differ
ent providers (and indeed the required representation for
the Mashup itself may be a fourth schelna and style again.
This is where the Mashup architect COlnes into their own.

The designer of the lnashup must facilitate the user re
quest into fonns that are suitable for each of the content
providers, and in turn, the responses (or lack thereot) lnust
be lnerged back into a single data stream. The development
of the API will specify the fonn in turn in which the re
quests can be made, and the lnanner of presentation.

1. transport (via XHTTP, REST or SOAP)
2. port (the service may be on TCP port 80, but may in fact

be on any, particularly if it is a secure service
3. pennissions (the individual pennission/security level

could be acquired by the mashup consortium, and fac
tored internally)

4. encoding (while there are mandated encoding require
ments for XML, the xml: lang attribute may have to be
set, and SOlne fonn of requisite re-encoding needed)

5. data nonnalisation (the fields for time/date/service
level/price-range or even if the system was extended to
bookings, for cOlnposite or individuated values for name
and address). This may include incorporating standard
data for a particular server that is required

6. typification (the individual values for time, date and even
area-coding will vary considerably - the most obvious
being the international ISO date versus the style eIn
ployed by the USA)

7. preparation for return (for each request per 1,2 and 3 in
this list, there must be a waiting process for a matching
response)

The Inost iInportant thing to recognise at this point is that
though the data has been changed to match the requests,
they are potential at this point - they have been tailored for
the destination content provider, but in other ways they are
synonYlnous. An additional point to note is that at this stage
the identity of the requesting agent must either be con
cealed and replaced by the consortium identity, or else the
systeln as a whole must pennit transparent passing of iden
tity (a situation that is not as secure for many reasons).

The individual requests variants are then sent off to the
content servers (C in figure 3), where each is value added
by the attachlnent of suitable data

In the first state (A in figure 3), a data request has re
ceived, analysed for sanity, verified for privileges and recti
fied where needed and possible, within the bounds of a se
cure environment

~octoo~requeslIO~I~ \~dOOd~spoo~~

• Ihe~slor P~3
,CalalJfOvders

Fig 3: statechart for the mashup data.

:~~in~res~nseslorreel

Ifue neeas lor user

Now a mirror process (0 in figure 3, mirroring B in fig
ure 3) to the forking Inust occur, to pennit the merging of
data into a single resource. Each of considerations 4,5 and
6 for B must be revisited to make a commonality of data

The final stage involves reinvolvement with the data ser
vice requester: depending on the fonn the API is decided to
take this Inay in itself be an open request (via SOAP, REST
or AJAX/XHTTP) or a closed request (delivery of a plain
HTML page).

APIs are only as good as their publication, and a final
stage in the design deliberation will involve the creation of
the specification. If the process is going to be intellectual
property then it Inay be prudent to conceal the inner work
ings of the data factoring and merging. The chief drawback
of this is that of any closed-source system, that the more
eyes on the design, the greater the chances of correction.
With Mashups this may be far more critical than with ordi
nary coding or data design scenarios - the Mashup will
only work if the content servers stay constant in their de-
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sign, and the process of publication of the internals means
that the content service owners as well as the API users can
verify that the expectations of the system designers meet
the initial requirements of the content servers, and that they
continue to do so over time.

for example required encryption need to be used when this
data mashes up with data from other sources. The third
party content providers unwillingness can interrupt the free
flow of infonnation. For some instances, web aggregation
and regulations

We have outlined a generic mashup architecture for busi
ness services based on this conceptual model for web end
users. Figure 4 illustrates the architecture for hotel finding
portal system. It consists of four layers in line with the
ideas presented by Dillon (2007). Which are at least in part
orthogonal to the states present in figure 3.

These are the service providers-resource layer where the
content servers are located (represented by the various
diempotents of state C in figure 3); the technologies mash
ups transient layer where the mashup technologies create a
combined interactions for data froln different resources (8
and D); The virtual organizations-service lnashup layer (A
and E) where the lnashup services are prioritized for mash
ing up data from content servers; and finally the User
mashup layer where the data is presented to the web end
users according to their requirements (the initial and final
states of figure 3).

Applicati()oLayer End users
Usermashup
layer

Virtual Organi
zations-
Service mashup
layer

Technologies mash
ups
layer

Service provid
ers-resource layer

Other issues with user centric mashups are signalled and
these also were planned for in the architecture but require
further research. End user computing in general is known
for its potentially feral nature [8] and the generally lower
quality, security, efficiency and integrity of user designed
applications cause problelns (familiar from "amateur"
spreadsheet developments) that present challenges to enter
prise adoption of mashup architectures. Parallels with con
ventional architectural strategies relevant to future enter
prise architecture designs are noted in [6] and suggest areas
in which enterprise lnashup technology and associated pol
icy is required.

In this paper we have sketched how a mashup approach
can be applied to overcome limitations of current virtual
organisations based only on a distributed architecture and
without provision for directed data sourcing at the user
layer. Detailed specification for this type of applications
would be probleln specific, but the architecture itself is
considered an advance in allowing more dynamic inputs
from different data sources, directed by specific context re
quirelnents of the user.
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